Case Study

Philadelphia Vietnam
Veterans Memorial

CLIENT PROFILE

GENERATIONS OF EXCELLENCE

The Philadelphia Vietnam Veterans Memorial was

Stuart Dean is an international provider of renowned

dedicated in 1987 and is managed by the Philadelphia

architectural restoration services, specializing in metal

Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial Fund.

refinishing; stone polishing, cleaning and sealing; wood

The names of 646 soldiers from Philadelphia who served
in Vietnam are inscribed on the memorial’s stonework.

refinishing; glass restoration; innovative and sustainable
grouts and flooring solutions; and curtain wall and
facade restoration.

THE CHALLENGE

Thousands of clients trust Stuart Dean to restore and

More than 25 years old, the memorial need to be

preserve their buildings, retail stores, institutions and

cleaned and the stone impregnated to reduce staining.

restaurants every day. Stuart Dean offers a portfolio of

Additionally, many of the names were not readable.

services to enhance the beauty and retain the value
of a wide array of architectural assets.

The memorial’s caretakers informed Stuart Dean that
when it rained, the names on the wall would disappear.

The company has been in business for more than

Stuart Dean suggested highlighting the names with a

80 years, with 22 offices in the U.S. and Canada and over

pearlescent paint to enhance the names to properly pay

450 employees. Major markets served include Atlanta,

tribute to the fallen heroes.

Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas,
Denver, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Miami,

THE SOLUTION
Stuart Dean cleaned and impregnated the stonework.
Associates also used a pearlescent paint to highlight the
names of those killed in battle. Twenty-four bronze light
covers and the dedication plaque were also

Evaluate.
Restore.
Protect.
Location
Philadelphia Vietnam
Veterans Memorial
Philadelphia, PA
Material
Stone and metal
Restoration
Stone and metal
restoration

Nashville, New York, Norfolk, Orange County, Orlando,
Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Richmond, San Diego,
San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, Tampa, Toronto,
Vancouver and Washington, D.C.
For more information, visit www.stuartdean.com.

refinished at the memorial.

THE BENEFITS
Stuart Dean was able to restore the
memorial under a very tight timeframe
while other trades were performing work
in the immediate area.
The names inscribed in the memorial
were enhanced, making them easier
to read and to properly pay tribute to
those fallen.
Stuart Dean’s work blended seamlessly
with the original look of the memorial.
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